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Highlights Lay summary

� Viral hepatitis elimination programs have been

hampered by the COVID-19 pandemic.

� A survey performed in several clinical centers
shows the impact of COVID-19 on all steps of the
viral hepatitis care cascade.

� Measures used to control COVID-19 could be used
to increase the diagnosis and linkage to care of
people living with hepatitis B and C.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jhepr.2022.100531
The EASL multinational survey conclusively shows that viral
hepatitis elimination programs, expected to provide control of
hepatitis B and hepatitis C worldwide by 2030, have been held
back by the COVID-19 pandemic in clinical centers from several
European and non-European countries, with a comparable
impact across centers. Limitations in the cascade of care for both
HBV and HCV were linked to limited access to screening, con-
sultations, specific testing, and actual treatment. As restrictions
for COVID-19 begin to lift, efforts to diagnose and provide
treatment for viral hepatitis should remain high on the list of
priorities for public health officials to maintain the WHO elim-
ination efforts. Measures that have been put in place to control
the COVID-19 pandemic could be transferred to increasing the
diagnosis and linkage to care of people with hepatitis.
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Background & Aims: The World Health Organization (WHO) HBV and HCV elimination targets, set in 2016 and based on
projections to 2030, were unable to consider the impact of intervening factors. To evaluate the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on viral hepatitis elimination programs, the European Association for the Study of the Liver (EASL) conducted a
survey in liver centers worldwide in 2021.
Methods: A web-based questionnaire was distributed (May-July 2021) to all EASL members representing clinical units
providing HBV and HCV hepatitis care. Results are expressed as absolute numbers and reduction rates for each care activity.
Results: Data were collected from 32 European and 12 non-European clinical centers. Between January 2019 (pre-pandemic)
and December 2020 (during the pandemic), chronic HBV consultations decreased by 32% and 26%, new referrals by 38% and
39%, HBV testing rates by 39% and 21% (for HBsAg detection) and 30% and 22% (for HBV DNA detection), and new HBV
treatments by 20% and 44% (p = 0.328) in European and non-European centers, respectively. With regard to HCV during the
same time frame, the overall reductions were 39% and 50% for consultations, 49% and 49% for new referrals, 11% and 38% for
HCV RNA detection, and 51% and 54% for new HCV antiviral treatments for European and non-European Centers, respectively
(p = 0.071).
Conclusions: All steps in the viral hepatitis care cascade have been hampered by the COVID-19 pandemic, with a comparable
impact across different centers. These data reaffirm the pandemic’s major effect on global viral hepatitis elimination programs
and suggest that actions to achieve the WHO 2030 targets should be reconsidered and revised to account for each country’s
progress relative to pre-pandemic values.
Lay summary: The EASL multinational survey conclusively shows that viral hepatitis elimination programs, expected to
provide control of hepatitis B and hepatitis C worldwide by 2030, have been held back by the COVID-19 pandemic in clinical
centers from several European and non-European countries, with a comparable impact across centers. Limitations in the
cascade of care for both HBV and HCV were linked to limited access to screening, consultations, specific testing, and actual
treatment. As restrictions for COVID-19 begin to lift, efforts to diagnose and provide treatment for viral hepatitis should
remain high on the list of priorities for public health officials to maintain the WHO elimination efforts. Measures that have
been put in place to control the COVID-19 pandemic could be transferred to increasing the diagnosis and linkage to care of
people with hepatitis.
© 2022 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of European Association for the Study of the Liver (EASL). This is an open access
article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction
Over the last decades, cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma
due to chronic infection with HBV or HCV have led to at least 1
million deaths every year worldwide.1,2 The WHO has set the
goal of eliminating viral hepatitis as a global public health
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threat by 2030 through immunization, screening, and treatment
programs.

The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-
CoV-2) infection and associated (COVID-19) pandemic dis-
rupted the healthcare systems of most countries because of the
overwhelming demand for COVID-19 care and the ensuing
diversion of resources and public attention to this purpose. The
WHO goals for HBV and HCV elimination are thus facing major
hurdles regarding both screening and treatment, and are at risk
of failure. Because of the pandemic, hospital liver care de-
partments have reallocated health professionals and reduced or
suspended outpatient care. Hepatitis elimination programs and
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interventions (screening, diagnosis, and treatment) have been
reduced or halted altogether.3–7 Moreover, social distancing,
lockdown measures, quarantine rules, and the perceived risk of
SARS-CoV-2 associated with hospital attendance have curtailed
the number of outpatient visits for non-COVID conditions.8–10

To assess the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the viral
hepatitis elimination goals in clinical centers of different coun-
tries, the European Association for the Study of the Liver (EASL)
performed a survey to evaluate HBV and HCV diagnosis and
treatment during 2019 (pre-COVID-19) and 2020 (during COVID-
19). The data obtained address items that are directly connected
to the criteria for measuring viral hepatitis elimination: separate
evaluation of outpatient consultations, testing, new referrals, and
the start of treatment for HBV and HCV infection. The survey’s
ultimate goal was to provide insight into the health policies in
place to tackle the challenges of COVID-19 at a critical moment of
hepatitis elimination.
Materials and methods
Between May 2021 and July 2021, SurveyMonkey-1 was used to
distribute a web-based survey to all EASL members (European
and non-European) with activities in hepatitis care. The survey
consisted of a 10-item questionnaire including the identifying
information and population volume of each center, and simple
questions related to the impact of SARS-CoV-2 on the following
items: total outpatient consultations for HBV and HCV; new HBV
and HCV referrals; HBsAg, HBV DNA, and HCV RNA tests per-
formed; the number of patients who started HCV and HBV
treatment; and whether the center was also treating patients
with COVID-19 (survey provided in the Supplementary
information). Quantitative and qualitative changes occurring in
these healthcare tasks were analyzed by comparing the activity
during the pandemic period (January-December 2020) to that of
the pre-pandemic period (January-December 2019).

Statistical analysis
Quantitative variables were analyzed with the Mann-Whitney U
test or Student’s t test, as appropriate, and the Wilcoxon test in
the case of paired samples. Results are expressed as the median
and IQR. Categorical variables were compared using the chi-
square test or Fisher’s exact test when frequencies were less
than 5%, and are expressed as frequencies and percentages. Re-
sults were considered statistically significant at p values lower
than 0.05. All statistical analyses were performed using IBM
SPSS, version 26.0 (SPSS Inc., Armonk, NY, USA).
Results
Thirty-two clinical centers from the WHO European region (EU)
and 12 from WHO non-European regions (Non-EU) are repre-
sented in the dataset (the list of centers is reported in the Ac-
knowledgements). In 2 cases, 2 separate centers were affiliated
with a single hospital complex, and the specific results were
counted separately in the overall and EU and Non-EU center
estimations. Potential differences between different respondents
in the same hospital but from different clinical centers could not
be evaluated.

Twenty-nine of the 32 EU centers (91%) and all 12 (100%)
Non-EU centers also attended to patients with COVID-19 during
the pandemic (p = 0.375). Overall, 32/44 (72.7%) participants
answered all items on the survey. The activity performed in each
JHEP Reports 2022
center was recorded, evaluated separately, and included in the
overall estimations for EU and Non-EU centers. There was a trend
to a higher rate of complete survey answers in Non-EU than in
EU centers (91.7% vs. 65.6%, p = 0.084). Regarding the HBV-
related questions, all Non-EU centers and 65.6% of EU centers
completed all the items (100% vs. 65.6%, p = 0.017), whereas there
were no significant differences for the HCV-related items (Non-
EU, 91.7% vs. EU, 78.1%; p = 0.287).

Impact of COVID -19 on hepatitis B programs
All 32 European centers reported data on both periods (pre-
pandemic and during the pandemic) and on the overall number
of consultations, new referrals, testing for HBV markers, and
prescription of new treatments; however, not all questions were
addressed by all centers. During the pandemic period, the
number of consultations for chronic HBV infection decreased in
25 of 32 centers (78.1%) and new referrals of HBV patients
decreased in 29 of 32 (90.6%) centers. The median reduction
between 2019 and 2020 was 32% for consultations and 38% for
new referrals (Fig. 1A,B); that is, a drop in numbers from 33,717
to 23,010 for overall consultations and from 2,295 to 1,425 for
new referrals (median difference, p <0.001). As a consequence,
the number of HBsAg-positive individuals observed in the Eu-
ropean centers decreased from 10,847 to 7,642 (median differ-
ence, p <0.001) (Fig. 1D).

Requests for HBV testing were found to be highly affected.
Between 2019 and 2020, HBsAg testing rates dropped in 18 of 27
(66.7%) centers and HBV DNA testing in 21 of 25 (84.0%) centers,
with a 39% reduction in requests for HBsAg (a decrease from
249,509 to 153,140; median difference, p <0.006) (Fig. 1C) and
31% for HBV DNA (decrease from 29,384 to 20,523; median dif-
ference, p <0.001) (Fig. 1E). As a consequence, the number of
patients with detectable HBV DNA dropped from 12,138 to 7,845
(median difference, p = 0.002) (Fig. 2F).

HBV treatment rates also decreased: in European centers, 20%
fewer patients with HBV were started on antivirals in the
pandemic period than in the year before (Fig. 2A), and 20 of the
28 centers (71%) providing data on HBV treatment reported a
reduction. The absolute drop in the number of HBsAg-positive
individuals starting therapy at the European centers went from
1,495 to 1,196 (median difference, p <0.001) (Fig. 2A).

The trends seen in the 12 Non-EU centers were largely
comparable (p >0.05) to those in the EU centers (Figs. 1 and 2).
Between 2019 and 2020 there was a 26% reduction in HBV
consultations (from 18,250 to 13,543 patients; median differ-
ence, p = 0.007) and a 39% drop in new HBV referrals (from
4,994 to 3,037 patients; p = 0.004) (Fig. 1A,B). HBsAg testing
requests dropped by 21% (from 69,220 to 54,492; p = 0.018) and
HBV DNA requests by 22% (from 11,345 to 8,887; median dif-
ference, p = 0.018) (Fig. 1C,E). The number of HBsAg-positive
patients seen at Non-EU centers decreased from 10,307 to
7,798 (median difference, p = 0.012) (Fig. 1D) and the number
with detectable HBV DNA from 5,622 to 4,206 (median differ-
ence, p = 0.12) (Fig. 1F). There was a 44% reduction in HBV
treatments, from 2,448 to 1,382 (median difference, p = 0.012)
(Fig. 2B).

The order of magnitude of the reductions in HBV testing
and treatment during the pandemic is shown in Fig. 3A-C.
Overall, around 50% of centers reported a reduction of 50% or
less in HBsAg (Fig. 3A) and HBV DNA testing (Fig. 3B) and more
than 50% in the number of patients starting HBV treatment
(Fig. 3C).
2vol. 4 j 100531
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Fig. 1. HBV consultations, new referrals, and markers testing before and during the COVID-19 pandemic. The dark purple columns indicate numbers
referring to the year 2019 (pre-pandemic) from the European and non-European centers. The light purple columns indicate numbers referring to the year 2020
(during the pandemic) from the European and non-European centers.
Impact of COVID -19 on hepatitis C programs
In European countries, the number of consultations for chronic
HCV infection decreased during the pandemic period in 27 (87%)
JHEP Reports 2022
of the 31 centers that replied to this question. The reduction
during 2020 vs. 2019 was 39% for consultations (from 37,590 to
22,908) and 49% for new referrals (from 4,490 to 2,271), with a
3vol. 4 j 100531
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highly significant median difference for both (p <0.001)
(Fig. 4A,B).

Requests for HCV RNA testing were greatly affected, with
rates dropping in 21 of the 26 (81%) centers that replied to this
question. There was an 11% reduction in HCV RNA test requests
between 2019 and 2020, with a decrease in numbers from 70,761
to 63,161 (median difference, p = 0.001) (Fig. 4C).

In total, 43% of centers reported a greater than 50% reduction
in HCV RNA testing (Fig. 5A). The number of HCV RNA-positive
patients detected dropped from 1,709 to 722 (median differ-
ence, p = 0.005) (Fig. 4D).

HCV treatment rates in 31 of the 32 centers providing this
data were much reduced; 29 of 31 centers (93.5%) reported that
51% fewer patients with HCV (from 4,209 to 2,047) were started
on antiviral treatment during the pandemic period compared to
the year before (Fig. 2B, median difference, p <0.001).

As was seen for HBV, trends in the HCV data reported by the
12 non-European centers were largely comparable to those of
European centers that replied in this survey (p >0.05) (Figs. 2 and
JHEP Reports 2022
4). Compared to the situation in 2019, there was a significant 50%
reduction in HCV consultations (from 9,895 to 4,972 patients)
and a 49% drop in new referrals (from 1,987 to 1,023 patients) in
4vol. 4 j 100531
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2020 (median differences, p = 0.002 and p = 0.003, respectively)
(Fig. 4A,B). Requests for HCV RNA testing dropped by 38% (from
3,820 to 2,360; median difference, p = 0.005) (Fig. 4C). The
number of HCV RNA-positive patients seen at Non-EU centers
decreased by 58%, from 1,709 to 722 (Fig. 4D), and there was a
54% reduction in HCV treatments, from 1,089 to 499 (median
differences, p = 0.005 and p = 0.011, respectively) with more than
60% of centers reporting a more than 50% reduction in HCV
treatment start (Figs. 2B and 4B).
Discussion
An essential step in eliminating viral hepatitis is screening and
diagnosis, to enable the prompt initiation of treatment to control
hepatitis B infection, cure hepatitis C, and prevent onward
transmission. Underdiagnosis is a key hurdle in chronic HBV and
HCV infection, as it has a long-term impact on transmission
probability, progression of liver disease, and morbidity and
mortality rates. COVID-19 has placed a major strain on national
healthcare systems at a critical time in the global effort to
eliminate viral hepatitis. Previous modeling studies reported that
the COVID-19 pandemic would potentially have a great impact
on the HCV liver disease burdenworldwide. This notion has been
supported by several surveys and studies describing the effect of
the pandemic on hepatitis C-related health care.5–7,11–14 This
EASL survey adds real-life data regarding each step of the care
cascade, not only for HCV but also with specific regard for HBV
infection, derived from units focusing on HBV and HCV clinical
care in various centers worldwide. Based on the survey data, the
pandemic has had a considerable impact on hepatitis consulta-
tions and referral of new patients with HBV or HCV infection,
with reductions of 31% and 38%, respectively. This is likely due to
the reduction in screening activity at the time of the pandemic,
the first step toward diagnosis and treatment. These findings are
in line with data from the World Health Alliance survey, per-
formed across 32 low- and middle-income countries, in which
only 36% of respondents reported that people were accessing
testing services, either because of closures or avoidance of these
facilities due to COVID-19.7 A single-center experience11 found
that hospital-based anti-HCV testing decreased by 49.6% and
identification of new HCV-infected patients by 42.1%. Thus,
public health initiatives for testing and screening have fallen
behind both in developed and developing nations, indicating a
need for re-launch strategies.

The present survey data show that requests for HBsAg and
HBV DNA testing decreased by 31% and 39%, respectively, in the
pandemic period, whereas requests for HCV RNA dropped by only
11%. There may be several explanations for the difference be-
tween HBV and HCV testing rates: low population or physician
awareness of the likelihood of infection, less strict follow-up of
HBsAg carriers during the pandemic, greater use of reflex HCV
RNA testing, or low levels of HCV testing during the pre-pandemic
period. Modest pre-pandemic HCV testing rates in 2019 have been
cited as an existing challenge to the achievement of the HCV
elimination target.15–17 Data from a large national clinical refer-
ence laboratory show that despite an increase in anti-HCV-
positive test results following the first pandemic wave, the rates
of HCV RNA-positive individuals and prescriptions for direct-
acting antivirals (DAAs) have not returned to pre-pandemic
levels, remaining low in comparison to 2018 and 2019.12 This
suggests that many patients who returned for testing in June and
JHEP Reports 2022
July 2020 might have been at lower risk, implying a potentially
significant gap regarding higher-risk patients.13

In addition, the survey shows that the number of patients
who started HBV or HCV treatment in 2020 decreased by 20%
and 52%, respectively, compared to 2019. These figures agree
with those of the World Hepatitis Alliance survey, which re-
ported that treatment access significantly deteriorated in low-
and middle-income countries due to COVID-19 in 15 (52%) of 29
respondents, and the Coalition for Global Hepatitis Elimination
(CGHE) survey, in which 39% and 21% of respondents reported a
more than 50% decline in treatment volumes for HCV and HBV,
respectively.7,13

Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, the progress toward
hepatitis elimination was slowing. Very few countries were on
track to reach the 2030 hepatitis C elimination goals set by the
WHO,17 with the main factor for “on-track” status being main-
tenance of a high HCV treatment rate through screening. A web-
based survey performed in Italy during the first COVID-19 wave
showed that initiation of antiviral therapy had been deferred in
23% of the centers included and that treatment had been started
in only 20% to 28%, even in patients considered at high risk for
progression.5 In a follow-up survey performed in the same 55
centers 1 year later,14 routine prescription of DAAs had been
restarted in 60.0% of sites, compared to 12.6% in the first wave.
Nonetheless, the number of patients treated in 2020 reported by
the Italian Medicines Agency was still less than half (57%) of
those treated in 2019 (36,348 treated in 2019 vs. 15,664 treated
in 2020). As Italy still has an estimated pool of 400,000 poten-
tially treatable viremic persons with HCV infection,18 it is
reasonable to infer that the bulk of missing treatments is mainly
due to deficient implementation of screening campaigns. The
situation in Italy may be comparable to that of Spain, where the
number of cases treated decreased by 47% (as reported by the
Spanish National Health Registry: 15,859 HCV-infected patients
were DAA-treated in 2019 vs. 8,440 in 2020) and that of Slovenia,
(as reported by the National Viral Hepatitis Expert Board), where
a 52% decrease in the number of treated patients with HCV was
reported during the pandemic (216 patients treated in 2019 vs.
104 in 2020).

Interestingly, the survey showed that the COVID-19 pandemic
has had a comparable impact across different centers, even
though there is regional variation in the approach to screening,
treatment, and follow-up. Razavi et al.19 have suggested a change
to absolute targets for HCV hepatitis elimination to allow coun-
tries to achieve the targets with their own optimized service
coverage initiatives. The results of this survey could be helpful to
evaluate these absolute targets, considering the great impact of
COVID-19 on almost all steps of viral hepatitis care in several
clinical settings and various countries.

Our study has some of the obvious limitations of an online
survey requested by invitation, with almost all responses
coming from hospitals and only one participating community
center. The centers included are heterogeneous, they belong to
different health care systems, and in some cases, the full
requested dataset was not completed. Thus, they may not be
representative of the overall national situation in each case.
Furthermore, the results are based only on the data from cen-
ters responding to the survey and the conclusions may not
apply to all countries. Another limitation is possible time-
related bias. The spread of the COVID-19 pandemic in subse-
quent waves had different timings in the various countries, and
6vol. 4 j 100531



this may have caused regional differences. Notwithstanding
these potential biases, this EASL survey outlines many missed
opportunities for hepatitis testing and treatment during the
COVID-19 pandemic, which could have serious consequences
for patients with chronic hepatitis B and C and those at risk of
infection through contact with undiagnosed or untreated peo-
ple. The figures reported here, showing the trends in the
decrease of clinical care activities for HBV and HCV during the
pandemic, can be useful to evaluate whether their potential
recovery in coming years will suffice to achieve the viral hep-
atitis elimination targets.

The burden of the COVID-19 pandemic will extend beyond
the morbidity and mortality related to SARS-CoV-2 infection.
Each step in the viral hepatitis care cascade has been affected.
The total number of deaths due to hepatitis B and C is estimated
to increase from 434,724 in 2017 to 527,829 in 2030 if there is no
implementation of tailored interventions. The mathematical
model projection reported by Blach et al.20 has estimated that a
1-year delay in viral hepatitis elimination programs will result in
44,800 (95% uncertainty interval [UI]: 43,800-49,300) excess
hepatocellular carcinoma cases and 72,300 (95% UI: 70,600-
79,400) excess liver-related deaths, relative to the no-delay
scenario globally, from 2020 to 2030. The impact of COVID-19
will be different for each country, but the increased disease
and mortality burden will also occur to varying degrees in high-
JHEP Reports 2022
income countries.21 Data from this survey could be useful for
updates of the global models on viral hepatitis elimination,
providing potentially stronger input derived from estimation of
specific real-life activities related to the care of patients with
viral hepatitis.

In the long-term, the negative economic effects of the
pandemic will exert extra pressure on viral hepatitis-related
public health initiatives, further dampening hopes of a
hepatitis-free world. It is crucial to ensure that policymakers do
not lose sight of the immense benefits of viral hepatitis elimi-
nation and that the opportunities presented by the current crisis
are identified and seized upon when possible. The hindrance to
HCV testing prior to the pandemic is related, in part, to the
paucity of hepatitis awareness programs, and the measures
taken during the pandemic have further led to closure of
community-based education and screening programs and in-
person events. The problems related to HBV and HCV diagnosis
and screening can only be overcome by raising awareness, fa-
voring partnerships, and allocating resources. There may be a
window of opportunity in combining HBV and HCV detection
with COVID-19 vaccination efforts. Further studies are needed to
evaluate the duration of the decline in the hepatitis cascade of
care, particularly in light of the health disparities in historically
underserved communities with more limited access to health
care.
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